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“And all that believed were together,  

and had all things common.” (Acts 2:44) 
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- The Power of Love 
- The Awakening of A New Day (Prophetic Diary) 
 
 

 
 

"DO NOT JUDGE" 
 

One of the virtues that unfortunately few of us improve  in our 
spiritual perfectioning is do not judge others.  

We judge everything and everyone, measuring each thing  or 
attitude according to our moral or ethical standard, that  is almost 
always distorted, partial, and impregnated with established norms 
whether religious or otherwise. And judgments by religious 
standards are terrible; just remember the past that we would like to 
forget, but which is set afire by history. 

With determination we seek the power of God for us to be used 
in His work and become useful to others, doing spiritual charity so or 
more needed that the physical one. However, sometimes we forget 
that our God demanded a high standard from us, so that we can 
measure up to be His representatives:  "But as He who called you is 
holy, so be holy in all your manner; for it is written, Be holy, for I am 
holy." [1] 
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If we want to do the charity that our Father once called "the 
charity of the first heaven," the demand is low, since everything is 
done according to the human standard; but if, on the contrary, we 
want to do the charity of the higher heavens, then the demand for 
holiness is great. This sanctity passes through non-judgment, for 
how can we approach  the needy if it is set apart from our pre-
established standards? Our Father sends us to the most lugubrious 
places, from there to pluck the lost souls.  

Let us proclaim the Gospel without asking - why? - Because 
this question already underlies a judgment and  it’s lack of charity 
towards the neighbor. 

Our Father, knowing the task he intends to give us (when we 
become suitable), says this: "If you go to judge, close your eyes and 
think of the Heavens and Eternal Life, in the far and near, and in the 
Father, the Only one who judges because he is King of Mercy and 
of  forgiveness." 

The exercise of charity is based on the warmth of the other in 
the Love of Christ and this love must be linked to forgiveness; 
forgiveness forgetfulness, forgiveness reconciliation, forgiveness 
welcome; in short: total forgiveness.  

This guidance is also conveyed to us in the revealed message: 
"There is no judgment without forgiveness and there is no finitude 
without will. I Am the  Owner of My Will. " 

The lack of the power of God is a reflection of the Lord's lack 
of fear, for by understanding the doctrine of Jesus and knowing the 
way that is proposed to us, we are only theorists of religion and 
never (or almost never) put the teachings of the Master in action to 
test if they are true or not. Jesus in a masterly way not only warns us 
about forgiveness, but teaches us how to help our fellow man: "If 
your brother has offended and harmed you, you have the right to 
forgive him for the love in your heart; when comes near to thank 
you for your action and promises to do you good, your sins will be 
redeemed in Heaven, even if you do not accept their compensation. 
(...) Therefore, intending to really help others, teach how he ought to 
help himself; for without precedent of self-help, it is impossible to 
wait for God's! This is especially true for the weak, sick soul, and 
often annihilated by various sins, which by virtue of free will and 
right reasoning, will have to purify itself from all impurities of 
matter and judgment, and then be modified and strengthened by 
the spirit itself. Turn away from your old foolishness and peddling; 
so purify your soul, that I may say: You are pure before Me!  
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Then I will strengthen you by My Spirit, who will encourage 
you to greater activity, transforming you into true and perfect 
creatures.  

Thus informed by My Mouth, acted accordingly; Otherwise, 
these My true and living Words advance as much as yours, hollow, 
without nexus and dead, to the aid of your fellow man. My Words 
are really the Strength and Life of God Himself, becoming your 
property through practice. 

Be therefore true doers and not mere hearers of the Word 
that I have addressed to you; so all your sins will be forgiven in 
Heaven and I will be able to help you always." [2] 

Let us try to discipline ourselves in the judgment of the others, 
because in this way many other attitudes linked to this sin will 
automatically be banished from our being, making us pleasing to 
God and our neighbour. 

Fraternally in Christ. 
                                                                   Pastor Egídio 

               
[1] I Peter 1: 15-16  [2] The Great Gospel of John - VIII -194 

 

 
 

*** 
 

 

"MESSAGES FROM THE FATHER" 
 

"My wheel revolves around an axis that is the 
Truth and nothing else is taken or put into this 
artifact that is the Universe. Everything is 
superimposed by the power that is given by the 
Father. There is no being on Earth that does not obey 
Him, except man. 
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The one that I call son is impregnated with 
sin,  wrath, and revolt. Even the Sun’s light pitties 
itself of such darkness and tries to penetrate into the 
obscure heart. Nothing else in Me revolts, nothing 
else in Me gets tired, because everything has a 
moment for forgiveness and for finitude. 

In perseverance you see the true child of the 
Faith who walks the way barefoot, leaving their feet 
wounded, but walking in the absence of pain and in 
the search for the Light. Everything is a path of 
holiness provided it is wrapped in largeness and 
silence. 

If  you’re going to judge, close your eyes and 
think of the Heavens and Eternal Life, in the far and 
near, and in the Father, the One who judges because 
He is King of Mercy and forgiveness. There is no 
judgment without forgiveness and there is no 
finitude without will. I am the owner of My will. 
Amen." 

 

 

 

 

*** 
 
 
 

 
TEXTS FROM THE GREAT GOSPEL OF JOHN 

  

EFFECTS OF THE FALSE UNDERSTANDING OF THE BEYOND 

 

Only the Pharisees disagree, and the scribe says:   Such an 
explanation fills with hope, but it does not conform to the idea of eternal 
reward.  If the good man is rewarded in the Beyond for good deeds and 
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patience during sufferings and pains, the evil one who lives in permanent 
comfort also deserves eternal punishment. 

If creatures knew there was salvation from hell itself, the number of 
wicked ones would increase. For the time being, fear of eternal punishments 
holds them back from evil deeds, and the hope of eternal happiness leads 
them to good. Suppose we feed the condemned to hell expectation of future 
bliss - and the good ones, little by little, will follow the path of others. Here 
is my opinion.  

I say: "If you believe that Heaven or hell is a reason to keep men from 
evil and bring them to the good, your belief is completely wrong; the 
perverse laughs at your hell and Heaven, and the good it is, without them. 
Heaven and hell as you imagine lend themselves to the perversion of 
anyone. 

Whoever does good by virtue of the prize, lends his capital to 
high interest and does not love his neighbor, much less God. For 
who does not love his neighbor whom he sees, how could he love the 
Invisible God? 

Let us exclude Heaven and hell and let us see people that you, 
consider blessed. They will begin to rave worse than a moneylender, whose 
creditor has escaped with the loan; not needing to fear infernal 
punishments; such men can only be dominated by sanctioned laws. 

Since the beginning, the parents erred when they "painted" hell with 
all demonic attributes, and Heaven with all the colors of Light and the 
greatest pleasures of the senses. They were able to awaken a certain fear of 
God, who, by virtue of his easy entry into hell and the difficult conquest of 
heaven, never became a true love of God and neighbor; in creatures of weak 
souls, he became distorted in ever worse terror, and in the strongest of an 
advanced notion, he was personified in full indifference against Divinity 
and his fellow man. The last ones believed in nothing, although imitated 
others in order to keep the people bound to belief, preventing them from 
revolting against the priests who thus prepared a special Heaven by faith 
lost in God, heaven and hell.  

The consequence of this is the present almost total atheism among 
men that would have been rebelled against those responsible ones, asking 
them why they are bound to obedience and submission, were it not for the 
Laws of Rome. 

Here is the effect of the sense of justice of the souls who are equal to 
you, spread with harsh words indemnify God, the good in Heaven, but also 
to punish the wicked with unspeakable martyrdom, by virtue of His 
Relentless Justice. 
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Fools! Is there a father, endowed with a spark of love, that would 
throw his son into a perpetual prison, and punish him daily, just because 
he has committed a mistake? This being impossible to an earthly father who 
is fundamentally evil, how much less would do the Heavenly Father, who is 
Pure Love and Goodness, personified? 

Let us suppose a compassionate and intelligent man: Could  he 
approve the eternal punishment of a sinner or cooperate in its application? 
Certainly not - sage God, much less! 

We say to you: In future, there should be no temporary punishments 
between My true followers, even though it is recorded: Life for life, an eye 
for an eye and a tooth for a tooth! If anyone slaps you, you must not repay 
it; turn the other cheek to him to repeat his action so that there may be 
peace and union between you.  And if anyone sticks an eye to you, do not 
react, but forgive that you as a sufferer will have gain his heart. Never 
repay evil with evil and thus you will have peace in the world, showing 
that you are in truth My disciples!" 

 

THE CONDEMNATION AND THE PUNISHMENT 

 

The scribe then says: "Lord and Master, I perceive that You are only 
Good and Wise and that we do well to follow Your Counsels. I just do not 
conform with abolition of the death penalty, because if the murderer does 
not pay his crime with his life, no one will walk safe! 

I say: "Such is your opinion. Mine is diverse. One tiger breeds 
another, so does happen with the lion, the panther, and other ferocious 
animals. If an animalized man slaughtered his fellow man, he would have 
the right to do the same; while a third, never offended by the criminal, has 
no justification to avenge death. To avoid becoming dangerous to society, 
he must be incarcerated to receive appropriate education that modifies his 
character. Once this is achieved, you have transformed a demon into a man, 
that can expect a bigger prize than through death penalty This  is the best 
thing that can be done to a murderer. 

In another case, being he a famous devil, must also be arrested and 
then inquired on the grounds of his cruel action, and if he is not repentant. 
If  he confess the truth, you shall act as I indicated above. Denying his 
crime,  although you have evidence of it, prevented him from further 
other  detrimental attempts to society, but not by death, but by a more 
severe arrest, or by blinding his eyes, or by banishing him to an area, from 
where he can never return. 

Behold My Counsel for My true disciples. You can improve and 
cleanse the community of evildoers; never, however, condemn them. 
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Whoever does not condemn will not be judged by Me. If you are to 
curse and condemn those who harm you, you must await the same 
from Me; walking within the Doctrine, you will not be judged nor 
cursed. 

Nor should you classify your brother as a deceiver; for in doing so, 
you become guilty of a judgment by temerarious judgment.  

Much less must you tell a madman that he’s mad; because being 
more intelligent, you are by Divine Grace. Being proud with this, and 
being ashamed of the stupid, not wanting to address to him, such  attitude 
derives from the infernal seed, making you defendants of the fire of hell. It 
is not fair to burn an infernal spark in My disciples, through so erroneous 
zeal; because a simple spark can cause a fire. 

In hell the fire of pride burns with the greatest violence; in 
Heaven only illuminates the Light of greater humility and modesty. 
The soft fire of Love warms and vivifies everything. Do you understand?”  
 

                                
 (The Great Gospel of John - VI - 243, 244) 

                                                   
 
 

 

*** 
 

 
 
 

EXPLANATION TEXTS OF THE SACRED SCRIPTURE 
 

(Revelation given by the Lord to the prophet Jakob Lorber) 
 

Chapter 23 

 

"Blind drivers! 
Who strain a mosquito and swallow a camel." 

  (Matthew 23:24) 
 

Who are these blind guides? Are  errors's investigators or law 
enforcers. They stay studying  and complaining all day long; however they 
are unaware of the great errors which hinder the salvation and life of men; 
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and even if they know them, they close their eyes for political reasons, as if 
they were not important. 

Let's look at a family with children of both sexes. The little boys are 
encouraged to study and the girls also have several teachers. They learn 
some foreign language, music, drawing and delicate feminine works. 
 
The boys have to stand out from the others and every sloppiness  is 
seriously censored and punished. Good manners are also taught with rigor 
and woe to the boy who makes a mistake in this sense! This way, the father, 
the instructor and the teacher punish daily. One could ask: Where is the 
error? 

I say only: Here mosquitoes are sieved, and the camels are swallowed 
up. In this context, the camel is the study itself and the polished 
worldliness of a young man. By the swallowing of the camel he loses the 
last drop of what the life of the spirit could arouse to him, being totally 
expelled to the world. 

So it is with the girl. The severe mother criticizes the whole day 
because the daughter gave a very long stitch at the seam, the other made a 
small stain on the dress, the third was not safe in some matters and the last 
one is with hair dishevelled. In short, all posture and other minor flaws are 
bitterly criticized and there is much to correct, punish, and encourage. 

Mosquitoes are sifted and the camel represents the trifles that stifle 
all the inner life. 

Let us take a generalized example. The Church strictly controls 
whether the people consider and respect religious institutions, with threat 
of retention of absolution. Those who consider this situation do not hear 
reprimand from the Church. On the other hand, every Sunday and holiday 
is preached such a rigorous sermon warming hell for the poor sinner in 
such a way, as to make it difficult to receive new ecclesiastical graces. A 
rich man is better, but the poor man is a sufferer! 

As for the dissemination and practice of My Word, a Christian can 
commit sins in some of the commandments, being sure that he does not 
receive great penance if he respects the duties of the Church. If on Sundays 
he has witnessed the cult, he can quietly attend game houses, bars and 
cabarets. Besides this, he can deceive, defame, lie, covet and do harm to 
others in the path of political correctness. 

All this disappears in the next confession, especially having discreet 
priest, a paid mass, five Our Father and Hail Marys.  

If the person has an indulgence, the way of the confessional to the 
Lord's Table is very easy and the sinner leaves the Church as an angel. Is 
not this a proof of sifting mosquitoes and swallowing camels? 
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I do not intend to make such reprimand to all priests, for there are 
several who take this problem very seriously; but this is generally the case. 

Nicodemus also belonged to the Pharisees and scribes, but he was an 
exception; therefore, he did not sieve mosquitoes or swallow camels. He 
knew me and kept My word. 

Let us take a common example. The rulers establish a number of laws 
whose infringement - consciously or unconsciously - is severely punished. 
As for My laws, only those which purpose is worldly security are admitted. 
For this, the seventh, the fifth, and - when all the limits are passed - also 
render the sixth commandment. To others it does not matter, unless 
political considerations demand it. Now, a government has little concern 
for the plight of the people, claiming: "Let us hand this over to the clergy!" 

Behold, they are sifted mosquitoes, swallowing up thousands of 
camels, and this category of pharisees will never be extinguished; any 
positive effort in this direction is useless. 

The world wants to dominate and for so much everything can be 
employed. Divine laws and worldly laws are merged, drawing the people to 
ruin. 

What is the use of all the varnish and political attitudes? What is the 
use to man his daily walk to the confessional and if a state has an important 
constitution when it neglects the principal: the life of the spirit? 

I think it better that one should enter into life as a worldly cripple 
than a luminous materialist in eternal death! Amen. 

 
 
 
 

 

*** 
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THE POWER OF LOVE 
 

There is the misconception, unfortunately generalized, that 
science is incompatible with faith; and faith with transcendental 
divine love. 

But such a concept is not correct. There are many scientists 
who, as they deepen their study and knowledge, at a certain point in 
their research or analysis, surrender to the wonder of the 
unexplainable perfection of the unequalled Creation. There is that 
"spark" of the hand of the Almighty that no man can glimpse, 
although some can sense and interiorize its magnitude, which is no 
more than the force of God's Love, the love that unites the whole 
universe. 

And to prove it, I would like to share with you an 
extraordinary letter from the greatest physicist of the 20th Century - 
Albert Einstein. 

 

Fragment of the last letter of Einstein to his daughter Lieserl: 
 

"When I proposed the theory of relativity, very few understood me, 
and what I will reveal to you now for that you transmit it to humanity, 
will also clash against the incomprehension and prejudices of the world.  

I beg you, anyway, to keep it as long as it takes - years, decades, 
until society has advanced enough to accept what I tell you next. 

There is an extremely powerful force for which science has not yet 
found a formal explanation. 

It is a force that includes and governs all others, and which is 
included within any phenomenon that acts in the universe and which has 
not yet been identified by us. 

This universal force is Love. 
When scientists seek a unified theory of the universe, they forget 

the most invisible and powerful forces. 
Love is light, since it illuminates who gives it and receives it. 
Love is gravity because it causes some people be attracted by 

others. 
Love is power because it multiplies the best we have and allows 

humanity not to be extinguished in its blind egoism. 
Love reveals and unveils. For love one lives and one dies. 
This force explains everything and gives sense capital letter to life. 
This is the variable we have avoided for too long, perhaps because 

love gives us fear, since it is the only energy  of the Universe that the 
human being did not learn to maneuver according to his will. 
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To give visibility to love, I made a simple substitution in my most 
celebrated equation. If in the place of E = mc2 we accept that the energy 
needed to heal the world can be obtained through love multiplied by the 
speed of light squared, we will come to the conclusion that love is the 
most powerful force that exists because there is no limit. 

After the failure of humanity in the use and control of the other 
forces of the Universe that have turned against us, it is urgent that we 
feed on another type of energy. 

If we want our species to survive, if we set out to find meaning in 
life, if we want to save the world in a way that each being feels that lives 
in it, love is the only and final answer. 

Perhaps we are not yet ready to make a love bomb, a 
powerful  artefact to destroy all the hate, the selfishness and avarice that 
plagues the planet.  

However, each individual carries in their interior a small but 
powerful generator of love whose energy expects to be released. 

When we have learned to give and receive this universal energy, 
dear Lieserl, we will prove that love conquers all, everything transcends 
and everything can, because love is the quintessence of life. 

I deeply regret that I have not been able to express what holds in 
my heart, that what silently felt for you all my life. 

It may be too late to ask for your forgiveness, but as time is 
relative, I must tell you that I love you and that thanks to you, I have 
reached the last answer. 

Your father, 
Albert Einstein " 

 

All this lucidity of spirit, makes us recognize our meanness in 
the unmistakable reality described masterfully when he says: "Love 
is the quintessence of life; it is the most powerful force there is. " 

He was the propeller of the creation of the atomic bomb, not 
imagining that man would make such a nefarious use from it, when 
then it was considered an advance for humanity, and that love is 
more powerful than an atomic bomb, what could change the fate of 
mankind if man want it. 

Really, God who is Love, infinite and absolute perfection, has 
created us in His image and likeness. That is, within each of us there 
is the same strength and power of our Father, if, in love, we truly 
want to make good use of all the graces and blessings that He has 
given us since the first pulse of our life on Earth. 
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Let us recognize that this divine Love that exists in us can also 
be the propeller of impossible things, because with God nothing is 
impossible. 

And let us learn to make good use of it, for if a 
marvelous  jewel is locked in an obscure safe box, it can never 
emanate their precious tonalities in the Sunlight. 

May we create a love bomb, as Einstein says in the letter he 
wrote to his daughter. 

And that this "bomb" be like a splendorous firework that 
spreads, as the tenuous rain that cools the earth without causing any 
disturbance or alteration to life, but helping the seed of love to 
spring forth with all its strength, and abundant fruits can emerge 
from it, as only it can produce.  

The world is thirsting of pure and disinterested feelings, 
where one receives giving without expecting anything in return; 
and who gives, in so doing is richly rewarded spiritually by God 
who knows everything and nothing is hidden to Him.      

 
 

Sister Manuela 

 

                                                                   
 
 
 
 

*** 
 
 
 

. 
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THE AWAKENING OF A NEW DAY 

(Prophetic Diary) 
_________________ 

 

PROPHETIC DIARY 
 

- First Part - 
 

(From 19/01/2008 - to - 30/03/2009) 

____________ 
 
 

Summary of revelations given by the Lord 
(October 6, 2008) 

 
Thus, says the Lord: 
"A lot of hills have already appeared, marking My waiting 

times, but I'm going to space out My new mountain that identifies 
your next year - 2009. 

In the course of the prophetic time that will follow this, you 
will see what your hearts desire. 

Man, in the wilderness of the world, raised up the great temple 
of worship to Me, but I am not there. They all go to the temple they 
have built, agitated and sad, because they know that there is no 
future. 

I tell you in secret, so you may proclaim to others with 
shouts, "This people cry to Me and say that knows Me and is in 
need, but I do not see the practice of My Works. They do things 
contrary to My will and displease Me." 

Gave to others My words that you heard, for you can do 
nothing else. I will do what is missing. 

In the first time I raised up the fig tree (people of Israel), to 
which I gave ten strange fruits, because my Ten commandments 
were never fulfilled. These fruits were part of two arms of silver, 
bringing My salvation, and both hands were bringing the gold of 
My Power. These two arms and these two hands are My two new 
commandments of Love: "You shall love God above all things, and 
your neighbour with you" (Matthew 22: 37-40). 
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I came to My own people, but My own people did not 
recognize Me, and when they saw My Two Commandments of Love 
they did not want Me as their Messiah. I wanted to be for them, 
what I am, their Emanuel (God with us), and their Jesus (Saviour). 
They killed Me; but in My resurrection, I turned away from them, 
and I overthrown their old house, because it no longer served for Me 
(destruction of the temple of Jerusalem, and annihilation of the 
people of Israel as a nation), and made a New House for Me, 
without a temple (the connection of the two peoples in one - Israel 
and the gentile peoples), but with many temples, as many as the 
hearts of men, because each of My children is a temple for Me. 

I put a roof in the new house of men's hearts to protect them, 
for I gave them the promise never to abandon them. I made with 
them my second temple. 

I raised a new Chandelier that only has two arms, because no 
more I want. The first arm of the chandelier is Mine, for My people 
know Me and worship Me above their own lives. The second arm is 
also Mine, for My people see Me in each of their fellow men. 

This Chandelier is set upon Me, that I am the Eternal Rock; 
each of its arms has My angel of witness, which illuminates 
everything around. 

I still tell you: 
My transports do not need wheels and descend from the 

Heavens, fast like rockets, casting their flames on Earth. 
From the sea of the world, commanded by Satan, their fake 

transports also come, but they need wheels; they are not led by men, 
but by six perverse demons. 

My angel asks the wicked ones, "What are you doing here, for 
you are tired of surrounding the earth? How long will you remain in 
this place? " 

They answer that for a little while, but I say, "It will be for a 
little while only, for I already have My pillars set on this earth." 

In the grove of the tall trees of the churches, they see their 
seeds being thrown high, for they have great means of proclaiming 
their doctrine, which they say is Mine. 

But out of these same trees (churches) go forth arms of sin and 
lie, which catch the seeds in the air, and these do not germinate. 
Soon these trees will be gone. 

The table is set for My Recruitment on Earth. Many come to 
the recruiting table, but they do not persevere in waiting, and they 
disband by thousands. There are few who stand firm, lined up like a 
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disciplined army; they all pass My many training sectors. They end 
up radiant with happiness, because they know they are going to a 
place that is not seen by anyone. 

During half of the day, still very clear from the Sun, there will 
be total darkness. Darkness will frighten many, and this is one of 
My great signs. 

My faithful servants will be warned by My Holy Spirit, for I 
will speak to each one. Do not look at your watches, for if you do, 
you will be blind. 

Notice now the parable: 
In the laboratory of world science there are two girls; both 

have five years, which are five times and are identical twins. 
They want to sacrifice them to science, for they say that 

religion has brought great evil and is contagious, and no longer 
stand the twin girls: neither Mine nor theirs. 

They want the sacrifice of the twins to be seen by everyone on 
the big screen they invented (Television / Internet). But I, I will 
withdraw their energy and when it appears again, My church has 
already been withdrawn from the Earth. Then they warn mankind 
that the church that was left has been cured of its infirmity and will 
no longer cause any harm to the world. 

My servant (prophet), I want you to touch with your hands in 
Heaven, because I, I have a monumental work, not of the Earth but 
of My Work from Above. 

 My open grave can still be seen, it can still be appropriated by 
man, radiating its saving Light, and men can still to take ownership 
of My blood of Life.  

This grave is situated in an uncertain place, where neither the 
hand of man nor his wisdom comes (The Lord does not consider the 
physical place - Jerusalem, where He was buried).  

Soon this light will end.  
The Moon will come out from the front of the Sun, and the 

church will cease to be seen when I arise, and then the grave will be 
hidden forever, no longer in its place.  

Thousands of My angels will descend from the Heavens as 
luminous points, as white snowflakes.  

When they touch My clean ground, they will stand and 
thousands of graves will be seen open, for death will never again 
have mastery.  
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My great wave is already forming; it is made of My faithful 
servants, and rises like a mountain of water, touching the first 
Heaven. " 
 

Summary of the revelations given by the Lord 
(October 13, 2008) 

 

Thus, says the Lord: 
"Man always wanted to know My time, and has forged to 

himself the round clock of speculation; he has set on it the hands of 
his wisdom, similar to the hands of his hour, which are not Mine. 

I have My triangular watch; it has no hands and is suspended 
in the air. You can see it, but you do not know the time! 

Earth's round clock beats the hours, and in each beat, you try 
to set your personal clocks in the matrix. 

Suddenly you begin to hear the sounds of My triangular watch 
from the Heavens, but as you expected to hear the ringtones, and 
you did not hear, you could not set your clocks and blasphemed Me. 
But My servants are not concerned with setting their clocks, for 
they know that it will soon descend from the Heavens. 

When My triangular watch begins to descend, your Earth will 
bury itself in the abysm. Many demons will try to hold the descent 
of My triangular clock, but they will not accomplish it, for I am the 
Lord of army and My angels have already fought and are always 
victorious with Me. The vanquished demons will be buried in the 
abysm, along with the cursed land. 

Do not marvel at what was seen, for much more shall you see. 
But not every eye will be able to see My big freighter that is already 
anchored on the dock. The cargo door is open and the high-value 
vehicles begin to enter: are My servants with their golden activities 
of Love and My power. 

When My ship anchor again on the other side of the ocean, it 
will let out the vehicles of My servants, who will no longer need 
wheels, for they will fly by the power of My Spirit, and will go to 
the place I determine; but before, all will dive (the good works done 
on Earth) into My river of the Water of Life, which existed (in Eden, 
paradise on Earth, inhabited by Adam and Eve), and now exists (in 
the New Earth, in these times of end). 

When you come to places determined by Me, you will be seen 
radiating the Light of My powerful Word. 
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My boat, like those on which I have so often sailed on Earth 
with My disciples, has a pulley worn by the time. There is no longer 
time for its replacement. I say, "Do not worry, for the destination is 
near." 

The waters of the flood are rising, and upon them is My olive 
tree and My great vessel which is My ark. 

The ark has stopped where its Lord has been crucified. My 
freighter travels over the Earth, and wherever it passes it destroys 
all the pyramidal construction (religious structures), for the science 
that man has sought from Satan will be destroyed and his 
witchcraft will avail him nothing. 

My New Jerusalem is already coming down from the Heavens 
and soon it will land in the determined place. 

My boat will dock in Zion; not to ancient Zion, for it no 
longer exists. 

I will put you (the prophet) on the top of a mountain, and you 
will see all your world. You will see the surface of the Earth as well 
as its interior. 

Inside there is great agitation for the lack of time, and evil 
spirits (demons) are rising, forcibly snatching the unsuspecting lives, 
taking them inside the earth. To those who resist their strength, I 
will give power to overcome, and they will not be caught by 
demons. 

The surface of the Earth is on fire because the fire is all over. 
Did you see well, what you saw? For you it seems the end of 

everything, but I affirm to you: "This is already the end. But it is at 
this time that New Zion will be born! " 

 
Summary of the revelations given by the Lord 

(October 20, 2008) 
 

Thus, says the Lord: 
"Today I will open a little the ark of My treasure of 

revelations. 
I will begin by showing you the vertical crossbar of My cross; 

you see in it the recess for the horizontal beam, which endured My 
arms that were crucified. I am no longer on the Cross, but the 
vertical rod remains buried in the Earth, and My liberating blood 
drips from it, falling on the Earth. 

I am going to tell you the Words of the next three times: 
"Sea" - It is still the hour of the world. 
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"Vinegar" - Great bitterness comes upon the world. 
"Blood" - Great will be the suffering and the war in the world. 
You ask why the horizontal beam is missing from the Cross. I 

say to you, "The world has not seen My sacrifice, nor My arms open 
to receive all people." 

The evil spirit of war has poured its vessel over the sea of the 
world, and nothing has been seen; everything seems to remain the 
same as yesterday. 

But My angel will make visible the liquid of discord casted on 
the sea of the world, which politics hides, and great war will come, 
turning the waters to blood, which will exude strong smell of the 
vinegar of suffering. 

- But I will remain here for three days, which are three times. 
- At the end of three days, I will go up. 
- When I will come, after three times to judge the world, I will 

give My servants My antidote. 
I do not want you all to be sorry for the things of the world, 

because you are all in my heart. I want you all to be happy. 
All the seas of the world are coming together, for the nations 

also want their union. But the dry land has opened its mouth, and 
these waters are being absorbed, and soon everything will be dried 
up of men, animals and plants. 

When everything is dry, My angel will change everything. He 
will cast on the Earth My water three times, for in three times I will 
purify everything. 

 My waters will fill the Earth and a crystalline sea will be 
formed, whose waters will allow to see to the depths. It will be the 
doctrine of My love that will form only one holy people, who will 
be My flock and I will be their Shepherd. 

Today, we still see the great pyramid (predominant religious 
structure - 'Great Babylon'). At its door are engraved the symbols of 
the religions of the peoples. Thousands enter through this door, 
listening to the doctrines of their six (6) pulpits. As all the preachers 
speak at the same time, no one understands them and thousands are 
leaving, but they do not find the right way. 

Far from this pyramid is My temple, which is not a pyramid. 
Mine are also leaving the temple, for the hour of reaching Me has 
come. 

The others who do not find the way run to My children, but 
the Earth opens and the abysm welcomes them in its womb. 
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This abysm is a dark place, for the light does not exist there 
and the darkness surrounds all. 

The Awakening of a New Day arises and the Sun begins to 
radiate and heating everything around. I am sitting in My 
dismantling chair, but soon I will no longer need it and will be 
withdrawn. Next to Me is My angel, who still will show My great 
love to all who are in the dark place. 

Many pass near him, but do not see him. But there are others 
who, through anguish and suffering, have softened their hardened 
souls and can see My angel. When they touch him, they change their 
garments and go to meet Me, singing praises to the God they did not 
know before. 

My cherub descends. his feet are of an eagle, for he walks with 
My power. His head radiates My Light as a spotlight on Earth, with 
My Word and holy incense of praise to Me. 

His face is like the lion's head, for I am the Lion of the tribe of 
Judah. 

His hands that work for Me are like eagle wings that 
encompass the entire Earth, when stretched out over My Heaven to 
protect My children. 

His body has the hardness of iron, for I am the Lord of Armies, 
and I fear nothing, for I am the Almighty. 

My cherub walks on the Earth, and everyone wants to see him, 
but when they look at him they are frightened. You fear My New 
Revelation, for you are not accustomed to hear the Truth, because 
for a long time you have forged to yourselves a word mixed with the 
leaven of sin. 

- Not everyone can hear My Voice. 
- Not everyone can see My Face. 
- Not everyone can see My Light. 
The eyes of men are not accustomed to My Light, for many 

centuries the darkness was their lamp, so they are blinded when 
they come out of their darkness. 

My New Revelation scares them, and they return to their 
dishes of evil food; because they no longer know how to use the 
cutlery, and in every mouth full of their contaminated food they 
recognize that My New Revelation is the Truth. 

The world crawls in fear, but that's not what I want for My 
creatures. 

This people looks at Me with fear, because does not recognize 
Me in their heart. 
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To My servants (prophet and "scribe") I am going to put a 
bracelet in theirs arms, which handcuffs them to Me, for it is My 
desire that they contact the life of the world. 

Ascend the ladder of My revelation. This ladder will be long 
for you; soon will come the step that you will no longer see with 
your physical eyes, because My ladder has already entered My 
Presence. 

 When you pass that step of My Intimacy, I invite you to eat 
the little bread you see (in vision was shown to the prophet, a 
"bread" that looked like a small electronic device), as small as beans, 
it will give you strength and revelation. 

Go back down the stairs and return to your world. When you 
set your feet on the ground of the Earth, you will be like My prophet 
Moses, when on the mount of My holiness he could see My glory 
and hear My revelations. 

You will find beauty in what yesterday you found ugly and 
evil; you will feel love toward those who you could not handle; you 
will be affectionate, with those who were not bearable yesterday, 
because you know the reason of everything, and you will begin to 
love with My Love, because you have heard My Voice. 

Now, you can enter the temple of My holiness, for I am going 
to take away your fear. Enter and you will see My glory. 

Many of those who were of My people (the ancient people of 
Israel) still unroll the heavy rolls of My words, open them and 
continue to read them on one side. It will be time they will also 
begin to see the new letter that is written on the other side of their 
scrolls, for I continue to do My work on Earth and in the Universe. 

Autumn is coming for My tree planted on Earth. Watch and 
see, for there is but one leaf (perhaps a prophetic time) to fall from 
its branches. When this leaf falls, Spring will come suddenly, and 
new shoots will come forth.  

The great old ship of the world is sailing its last voyage; its 
strength remains that of Satan's slavers. He never used the sails, 
because these sails were only used in the new boat, which takes My 
servants to safe harbour. It is I with the wind of My Spirit who feed 
their candles of faith in Me.  

In the old ship of the world, commanded by Satan, there are 
many prisons, and he uses the whip of his revolt against Me, 
punishing men with anger.  
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The rod with which he directs his servants is not smooth, but 
full of thorns of difficulty and pain and when he uses it, leaves pain 
marks on men.  

But I am appearing in My little boat of Humility and Love, 
and I approach this great old ship already falling apart. I only wear 
the little clothing (the prophet saw only a thong over the Body of 
the Lord) with which they clothed Me to the Cross, so that they 
could see how My body was like, they could see the Body of their 
God, for men stripped Me.  

Satan does not like Me to approach his old boat full of 
suffering of his captives. But I came to give sight to the blind, to 
heal the sick, to free the oppressed and the prisoners of the devil, 
and here I am again, and I say to Satan, 

 "I come to get these men you have there in that boat."  
Satan says that My boat is small and I cannot deal with him, 

because his captives are many and do not fit in My little boat.  
But My boat increased and became greater than the old boat, 

and the slaves of Satan were able to enter My boat and feel the 
pleasure of freedom, because I am God and I am Lord, but as Father, 
I have come in My Love to rescue My children enslaved by Satan.  

As Father, I also ask Satan (who has no more slaves) if he wants 
to return to Me, for I still await his return, like the lost son. He says 
he did badly, but he does not want to go back. 
 

Summary of the revelations given by the Lord 
(October 27, 2008) 

 
Thus, says the Lord: 
"My great star (in the vision, seemed our Sun) rises on the 

horizon, radiating Light that projects on My seven (7) rays of light. 
Its Light enraptures men, for My New Revelation will bring the 
truth so long hidden and distorted. 

From My heavens I send the feeder ray of My star, so that its 
light does not loose but remain radiant. 

Within My great star, My children already move with new 
glorified bodies, which at your eyes seem transparent, but have the 
solidity of My Spirit. 

I will compare My greatness with a very simple example. Pick 
up a balloon and a needle. Look at the balloon and feel its solidity; 
but stick it with the needle and you will see how it bursts, leaving 
only a latex rag. 
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Compare, prophet, what you saw with the things of the Earth. 
The balloon is Earth, and the needle is also. Were the men who, by 
the disobedience to My established Order, forged the needle of 
destruction. But I, I can use your needle of destruction to bring the 
New Things. 

With this needle, I will pierce the water of My Word, causing 
all that was said by the prophets to have in your time full 
fulfilment. 

Thus, I say to the things of the Earth: will happen what you 
saw happening to the balloon. To the things up there (in the 
Heavens), I say: it will happen what you saw happening in the 
water, because it will remain forever. 

You put on My special clothing, and enter through the river of 
My revelations. 

Walk into the river as long as you can, then you may retreat 
to the beginning. When you return, you will begin my lessons, in the 
knowledge of My work. I will begin by asking you questions, whose 
answers you know, for I have already taught you. With each 
question answered, I will take the sheet from the book; it will never 
be read again, for you are at the End of Days. 

The more questions you ask yourself, the greater your 
knowledge. 

My oven is already well warmed to bake the last bread given 
by Me to men - My New Revelation. The flour of My Word is being 
sifted, the water of My Spirit is already making the dough, and the 
bread is formed. The oven will not cool until all is leavened and 
cooked. 

It will be the last bread to be eaten by man, before My 
Judgment. This bread does not have the leaven of sin, but it will be 
My Truth and My Life to leaven it, making it pleasant to the palate. 

My angel is sweeping from My hoven the ashes of humility 
and repentance, and the men who have eaten My bread also enjoy 
the ashes, for they know that only the humble can draw near Me. 

The world still contemplates My great lamp, with its two (2) 
incandescent filaments. They are the two filaments of prophetic 
time. 

Soon the lamp will break in two halves, being one Mine; and 
the two filaments shall come up to Me, and the lamp shall stop 
giving its light. 

When the lamp goes out, the Earth will be in thick darkness. 
The hand of My faithful church that held the lamp is no longer here. 
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Another light will radiate on the Earth, and that light will 
radiate from Me and emerge from My Heaven. 

The great snow break is taking place, and the waters of this 
melting will form My purifying river. These waters of My Word 
come down from My high mountains, they open grooves in the 
mountain and enter the plain of the world. The height of the waters 
equals that of My commandments of rigor and obedience (the 10 
commandments). 

I say to you, "This height of water is sufficient to heal the 
Earth. 

My children know perfectly all that I have revealed to them, 
for I have known them from the beginning. At this time, you will see 
the separation I will make: those who will ascend with Me and 
those who will be below Me. Do not want to see what will be below 
Me. One part of the Earth will be lost. 

The man's house, made of his own wood, looks like a king's 
palace. Its foundation is the flat ground, for man has never liked to 
climb, nor to build upon the Rock that I am. 

But his princely house is falling because it is rotten, and its 
interior no longer has anyone. I have already done the separation 
and I have removed all that was in his rotten house. 

Everything has a beginning and everything has an end; but 
when will it be the beginning of the end? 

You will see the day as clear as all the other days that have 
passed, but gradually it will begin to grow dark until it becomes 
total darkness; this is the beginning of the end. 

These terrible days will be seven. 
The cries of the people will be many, for the darkness has 

blinded the men. They call one another, for they want to join their 
own, and will kill one another for a little bread. 

Terrible days will be these. 
Men no longer remember the past, but I do. 
I have always made a difference between the holy and the 

profane. 
Before I delivered My people out of Egypt, I called to the Earth 

darkness as thick as never, but in the houses of My people there was 
light (Exodus 10:21-23). 

It will be time for Me to allow to see the Book of Life, with 
the millions of countless names, which I know one by one and call 
them by their names. 
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In these days of darkness, I will extend My way from Earth to 
Heaven, and My elect will enter into it, and will walk towards My 
direction. My angel throws on my book of names the visa of 
passage, for all My children have the wedding garment. 

The last one passes by, and My angel does not see his name. 
But acknowledge Me and hear My request: "Wait a little longer."  

My angel says that I should be the last, for I always said: “I 
am the Alpha and the Omega.” but My angel knows that I am also 
Love and Mercy.  

That is why I said, "Turn the sheet, for I want to put more 
names."  

I still say: "Man fills his bookshelves with all sorts of books. 
He no longer knows what he reads. He does not know how to read 
the Book of Life, nor other books that speak of Me. Many books 
speak of Me, but man will not have time to read them, nor will he 
be able to read the Book of Life."  

Man is digging the earth to find the matter from which he was 
formed, for he wants to know his origin; before his eyes are revealed 
skeletons of the past. He takes the bones of the past and analyse 
them in his laboratory, but the moment he touches the first bone of 
this knowledge, I will reduce everything to dust. 

 I will say to the man of knowledge: "Do not you know that 
you are like this, ashes? You are part of what is below the Earth, 
and you do not know who I am, the One who has been Lifted and 
Lives Forever! 

Why do you seek what you will never find?  
What you seek, will not be for long. 
It will come from Above and not from below, what you seek.  
Why do you weep over the bones? Why do you love the Earth?  
Cursed people!  
Do you not know that true love comes from Above, and can 

set the Earth on fire?  
Even though, what is dust I can convert into flesh; not the 

flesh from above, but the flesh from the High, which is forged by My 
Spirit.” 

 
To be continued 

 

 

*** 
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Read the Bible and The Great Gospel of John   

“The Complete Light” 
 

“Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you 
into all truth: for he shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever he 
shall hear, that shall he speak: and he will shew you things to 
come.” (Gospel of John 16:13) 
 “The reason why I am now giving a full light in this matter is so 
that in the end no one may be able to excuse himself as if since My 
bodily presence on Earth I had bothered neither about the purity 
and completeness of My teaching nor the people who accepted it. 
When I shall come again to Earth I shall undertake a thorough 
sifting and not accept anyone who will come to Me with whatever 
excuses, for everyone who seeks in all earnest can and must find 
what he seeks. However, the sick sheep and asses feeding at the crib 
shall be administered medicine after which they are sure to become 
greedy for the feed from the Heavens, but then they will as 
convalescents be fed homeopathically for a long time. But now 
once more to the Gospel.”  
(The Great Gospel of John – volume I – 91:19-20) 
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